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ABSTRACT
A three-dimensional world mo&l is crucial for many
robotic tasks. Modeling techniques tend to be either filly
manual or autonomous. Manual methods are extremely
time consuming but also highly accurate and flexible.
Autonomous techniques are fast but inflexible and, with
real-world data, often inaccurate. The method presented
in this paper combines the two, yielding a highly effi-
cient, flexible, and accurate mapping tool. The segmenta-
tion and modeling algorithms that compose the method
are specifically designed for industrial environments, and
are described in detail. A mapping system based on these
algorithms has been designed. It enables a human super-
visor to quickly construct a fully defined world model
from unfiltered and unsegmented real-world range imag-
ery. Examples of how industrial scenes are modeled with
the mapping system are provided.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

There are many uses for intelligent. semi-autono-
mous robots in industrial environments. In particular,
industrial environments such as contaminated processing
plants or hazardous waste sites can benefit from intelli-
gent robots during decontamination and decommission-
ing operations. An important ingredient of semi-
autonomous robotics is a world model of the environ-
ment in which the robot operates. An accurate world
model allows the robot to plan and execute its tasks in a
robust fashion. Unfortunately, wodd models for many
industrial sites are either tmreliable or unavailable. In
these situations, the ability to construct an accurate world
model is a necessity for robot deployment [1].

The traditional method of generating world models
is to manually create the models using CAD tools. This
method is not only extremely time consuming but may
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be impossible in hazardous areas in which object mea-
surements cannot be collected. Fully autonomous meth-
ods have also been tested in recent years, but these
methods are not reliable enough to be used with real-
wodd data on hazardous tasks [2]. Many papers model
scenes with geometric primitives (see [3] and [4]). Sev-
eral of these approaches can find the position and orien-
tation of an object, but they need a predetermined model.
Others adeptly create models from segmented data but
do not deal with obscured regions, object intersections,
or approach the problem of segmentation. Many methods
use edge detection to create well-defined object intersec-
tions and to aid segmentation, such as [5]. These meth-
ods work well on complete data sets but have problems
when edges are obscured. Because of the problems asso-
ciated with data of this type, the approach presented in
this paper was developed.

The techniques presented in this paper are desi=med
to build accurate world models from multiple range
images collected from industrial environments (see [6]
and [7]). The data used to develop the algorithms were
collected from a structured lighting system at Sandia
National Laboratories. The data is noisy and contains
errors that render most segmentation and modeling algo-
rithms inadequate. A high concentration of reflectance
points (artifacts of the structured lighting system) perme-
ate the data set and cause large variations in surface nor-
mal and curvature values for all points surrounding the
reflectance point. Other errors, such as misregistration of
multiple images and additive noise, also cause deviations
in the surface normal and curvature. These types of prob-
lems result in the failure of segmentation and modeling
algorithms that exploit characteristics of the local surface
geometry. Additionally, the range samples are non-uni-
formly spaced, meaning the dktance between two neigh-
boring points on the x-sampling axis can be much larger
than the distance between two neighboring points on the
y-sampling axis. This non-uniformity causes preferential
growth in the direction of higher point density and failure
of many region-growing algorithms. Registration errors
cause large abnorrmdities when multiple images of the
same scene are overlaid. Moreover, there are often large
obscured regions in the imagery, which cause undefined
intersections between planes and holes in the model.
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Because of the large extent of en-ors in real-world data
and the lack of reliability in autonomous methods, we have
opted to use a human supervisor to guide the modeling
process. ‘he underlying approach is to use geometric
primitives to fuse and segment the range imagery, and then
use the segmented data to refine the parameters of the geo-
metric primitive. Geometric primitives are ideal for mod-
eling industrial environments since they require very little
memory for large world maps, and are easy to store and
manipulate. Once the parameters for all the surfaces in the
scene are found and refined, the geometric models are
extrapolated to build the final world model. The world
model is then exported to a CAD system.

From the supervisor’s point of view, the modeling
system consists of two windows and a few controls on a
workstation. The first window displays range imagery
from the structured lighting system, and the second win-
dow contains the world model built from the range imag-
ery. The range imagery appears in the window as a
collection of points in space. The supervisor selects initial-
ization points on the surface of an objec~ and instructs the
computer to fuse, segment and model the object. As an
object is modeled, the data associated with the object is
highlighted in the &ta window. When the operator is satis-
fied with the fusion and segmentation, the model is refined
and the surface represented by the mcdel appears in the
model window. The points associated with the object in
the data window are also removed, allowing the supervisor
to easily monitor progress. After the range data has been
fused, segmented and modeled, the operator extrapolates
surfaces in the model window until a fully defined world
model is produced.

With regards to geometric primitives used to model
the surfaces, casual observation of industrial environments
reveals that a few types of surfaces can be used to model a
wide range of industrial scenes. Bounded planes, for
example, can be used to model walls, ceilings and floors,
and combined to model cabinets, desks, crates and other
items. Fhite-length cylinders can be used to model venti-
lation ducts, chemical storage drums, electrical conduit
among other objects. A final type of surface, a random sur-
face, can be used to model objects such as sand heaps or a
pile of debris. The details of how we fuse, segment and
model these surfaces are described next.

2.0 DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Let Si = {(~p Y~,Q } be the irh set of range samp-

les collected from surfaces in an environment. The sam-

ples Si are typically collected from a ra@g system (e.g.?

structured lighting) and provide a single view of the envi-

ronment. Consider the union of N sets of range samples of
the same scene but collected horn different viewpoints.

The set of range s~ples, S = s, U S*... USN, tius m~

resent samples of surfaces in the environment. Our objec-

tive is to build a reliable scene model horn the data in S.

2.1 Planes
llte supervisor typically starts by hsing, segmenting

and modeling the planes in S. A bounded plane is

described by a set of parameters p = {a, b, c, d] which

define the (infinite) plane ax+ by+ cz = d, and a set of

edge points e = {(-rk, yk, Zk)}, that lie in the plane and

represent the vertices of the plane’s boundary. The prob-

lem is now one of determining plane parameters p and

edge points e. An estimate of p is found as the least-
squares solution to a system of equations formed from a

set of initialization points u = {(xk, Y~,z~)}, selected by

the supervisor. Typically, the supervisor randomly selects
four to ten initialization points scattered around the plane

and its periphery. After parameters p have been estimated,
a new (primed) coordinate system is established such that

the z’ = O plane of the new coordinate system coincides
with the plane represented by the estimated parameters in

p. The data in S is then rotated fkom the world coordinate

system into the primed coordinate system and denoted as

S’. The standard deviation Oz,(u’) of the perpendicular

distance of the rotated initialization points to the plane

z’ = O is now estimated. A new set of points, T’ G S’ is

derived from S’ such that

1-’ = {(x~’, y~’,Zk’)l lz~’[ s k,.(d)}

whete 1, is a tuning parameter used to fuse misregistered
planes. By correctly adjusting L, data from misregistered
planes can be assimilated into a single plane. Effectively, a
one-dimensional (i.e., along the z’ coordinate) segmenta-
tion of the data in S’ is performed. The next task is to seg-
ment the data in T’ along the x’ and y’ coordinates.

Two dimensional segmentation of the remaining

points in T’ begins by forming a boundkg box B of

width Ax’ and height Ay’ around the initialization points

Uo’ = {(xk’, Yk’, O) }. The width and height of the bound-

ing box is then expanded to 2Ax’ and 2Ay’ respectively,

and points in 2“ that are exterior to the expanded bound-

ing box are discarded. This simple operation is adequate
for isolated planes, e.g., the top of a box, but inadequate
for planes touching other surfaces, e.g., the side of a box
sitting on a floor. l%us, additional steps are performed on

the data in T’ to correctly segment planes such as the lat-

ter. To start with, all remaining points in T’ are projected

onto the x’ axis, and a ten-bin histogram over the region
of support of the distribution is calculated. If a bin con-
tains less than 15% of the peak value of the histogram, the
points in that bin and all points from that bin to the current
plane boundary are discarded. The same process then

occurs on the y’ axis. If points are discarded, the histo-



Figura 1: Illustration of wing artifacts on the frnnt face
of a box on the flnor. The image consists of three over-
laid scam of the box, and portions of the box have bean
outlhmd for clarity. The shaded region ia tbe boundary
of the box with wing points included in the boundary
computation.

P process is repeated until no new points are elirni.
nated.

One artifact that can be introduced by this segmenta-
tion technique is wing points. Wkig points are outliers that
are not removed by the hktogram operations, and form
wings on the plane when its boundary is estimated.
Figure 1 illustrates wings on the side of a box caused by
wing points on tbe floor, In general, wing points (if they
are present) occur near one boundary of the plane. They
are eliminated by a procedure that forms an upper bound-

ary X’ = a, and initializes to a = .7’, where .t’ is the

mean abscissa vslue of points in T’. Define two subsets of

T:

T[={T’[xk’ 2cl, yk’s.7’}

T2={T’1xk’ 2a, yk’2y’}

where Y’ is the mean ordinate value of the points in T’.
The value of a is increased to the point where either
~ = 0, or T2 = 0. Similar operations are performed
for the lower boundary in x’, and the y’ boundties to
eliminate any wing points.

After the data in T’ bas been segmented, it is rotated

back into the world coordinate system and the parameters
of the plane are. refined (i.e., recomputed) using all of the

remaining data in T. Denote the final (optimal) psmme-

ters of the plane as PO = {ao, b,,, c,), do}. A second rot-

ation is performed such that plane described by PO

coincides with the plane z’ = O. The convex hull of the

set of points {(xk’, yk’, O)} is next computed. The points

in the convex hull form the boundary of the plane in the

rotated coordhate system, e’. Finally, the edge points in
the world coordhate system are found by back-rotating
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Figure 2: Estimating the da of a cyIinder. Tbe range
image of a part of a cylinder is shown, concave side
towards the viewer. The four points Iabelad u~,

k = 1, . ...4, ara the operator selected initialization
points. The vertical lines are the result of the axis
search.

e’. To simplify succeeding fusion and segmentation oper-

ations, the data points in T are removed from S,

2.2 Cylinders
A bounded cylinder is defined by four parameters: a

scalar radhs, r; an axis vector, a; a center point tn fix the

) and a set of pointsaxis vectnr, c = (xc, -v=,Zc ,

h = { (xk, yk, Zk) } that represents tbe boundary (height)

of the cylinder. Processing begins by estimating the axis
vector of the cylinder using a modification of the tech-
nique described in [8], Four seed points+,
u = {(Xk,Yk,Zk)}, chosen with tbe first two pOinting

aPPro,ximatelY~ong the axis, are used to form a @o” O“

the side of the cylinder (see F@re 2). The region is
divided into halves, and two parallel vectors are sought
with one in each half. The result of the search is shown in

figure 2, where two vectors extend fmm points at to b,

and fmm points a2 to b2. Note thatif two parallel vectors

are found on the surface of a cylinder, they must also be
parallel to the cylinder axis. The estimate of tbe cylinder’s

axis, ii, is used tn construct a rotation matrix, and data in

S is then rotated into the primed coodlnate system S’ so

that the cylinder axis is psrallel to the z’ axis. Frnjecting

data in S’ onto the z’ = O plane results in an am of sam-

ples for an incomplete cylinder, or an entire circle for a
cnmplete cylinder (see F&m 3). Now that the data has

been projected onto the z’ = O plane, psmmetem r and

c can he estimated.
Recall that the centez of a circle can be fnund at the

intersection of two perpendicular bisectors of any two
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Figure 3: Estimating the center and rachs of a cylin-
der. The cylinder is rotated so that the main axis is
parallel to the z’ axis, and the data projected into the

z’ = O plane. From there, the center and radius are
estimated.

chords of the circle. The radius of the circle is then found
as the distance fhm the center of the circle to any point on
the circle. The transformed initialization points u’ are
known to lie within the arc of points formed by projecting
the cylinder onto the z’ = O plane. These points are con-
nected into chords in the circle and used to estimate the
center of the circle 2. An initial estimate of the radius, f,
is found as ? = mean(l~ - u’I) . Estimates 2 and ? can
be improved by using larger chords, which are found by
iteratively moving the ends of the chords, U3’ and U4’ * to
the ends of the arc. Small neighborhoods (shown as boxes)
surrounding U3’ and U4’ are tirst defined by the seed point
itself, a point using the same radius but 7.5 degrees closer
to the end of the arc, and by a factor times the deviation of
the radius of all points within the previous neighborhood
Cr (for the first iteration Or is set to 1). If points are found
within the neighborhood bounds, either U3’ or U4’ is
redefined at the center of the neighborhood bounds and
both ? and ? are re-estimated. Continued iterations pro-
vide refined estimates of 2 and ?, and also an estimate of
the variance of the radius estimate 6,. The variance esti-
mate, together with ? and F, allow samples of the cylinder
to be segmented from the rest of the samples in S’. These
segmented samples form a set T, where T’ G S’.

The final values of a, c, and r are provided by the
Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least-squares algorithm

operating on data in T’. The previously obtained estimates

of ?, 2, and d are to initialized the algorithm. The algo-
rithm minimizes the deviation of each data point by adjust-
ing the model parameters using the partial derivatives of
each parameter. The process iterates itself until it con-
verges upon the best set of parameters.

Several different values of cylinder height are possi-
ble. For example, the height of a right cylinder can be
described by a single number, whereas a cylinder with

arbitrary extent requires a complex description of its
height. Anticipating complex cylinders, we describe the

cylinder’s height as a set of coordinates h. Data that forms

the cylinder is rotated and translated so that the Z’ axis is

parallel to the cylinder axis, and the origin is located at the
center of the cylinder. The cylinder is segmented into 10-

degree sectors, and the maximum and minimum Z’ value

is found for each sector. These values form the set h’,
which when rotated back into the world coordinate system
describe the extent of the cylinder.

2.3 Random Surfaces
Random surfaces are modeled as a connected group

of triangles. To begin, the supervisor creates a plane as
described in Section 2.1, and sets the fusion parameter 2.
large enough to contain the random surface. The data is
rotated and projected onto the plane. A standard Voronoi
tessellation routine [9] creates a connectivity I@ ignoring
the z’ component. The z’ component is then reintroduced
into the da@ and the data is then rotated back to the world
coordinate system, where triangles are drawn between the
points according to the connectivity list.

3.0 MODEL BUILDING

Construction of the world map is performed after the
surfaces in the scene have been fused, segmented and
modeled. Say that the supervisor found Np planes, Nc
cylinders and N~ random surfaces in the scene. Since
these surfaces are stored as equations, parameters and
bounding points, extrapolation of the surfaces beyond the
estimated boundaries, and interpolation of the surfaces
into shadows is relatively easy. The supervisor selects two
objects to be joined, and instructs the modeling system to
join them. If the objects are non-parallel planes, the line of
the intersection is calculated, and new convex hulls for
each plane are calculated. The new convex hulls include
the points along the intersection, and any points extending
past the intersection are eliminated. This method is also
extended to encompass three adjacent planes, such as the
comer of a room.

Boxes are so common in industrial environments that
they are considered a special case. As a result of occlusion,
boxes usually appear as only three planes. The other sides
are not visible to the sensors, but three sides are sufficient
to reconstruct the box. The assumption that a side is parai-
lel to (and the same size as) the opposing side allows the
reproduction all six sides of a box from three adjacent
planes. FmL the equations and convex hulls of each of the
three adjacent planes are computed. A coordinate system
with the plane intersection point as the origin and with
each axis pointing along a plane intersection line is next
formed. The dimensions of the box are equal to the maxi-
mum point value in each axis direction. Using the previ-
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ously stated assumptions, the routine creates points at the
comers of the box and draws planes connecting the corner
points.

If the object is a cylinder pointing towards a plane, it
too can be modified so that the cylinder extends to the
plane. Because the equations of both the cylinder and
plane are known, the set of points representing the height

of the cylinder h can be extended or drawn back until they

lay in the plane. Similarly, if a plane covers a portion of a
cylinder, such as the lid of a drum, the plane can be
extended until it meets the cylinder boundary. The convex
hull of the extended plane is then computed and stored.

The process of intersecting objects and building boxes
eventually yields a fully defined world model. Denote the

final planes as Pi, the final cylinders as Cj, and the final

random surfaces as Rk. The world model M is then given

as the union of all of these objects:

Np Nc NR

M= ~PiwCjURk
1=1 j=l k=l

As a final step, world model M is exported to a CAD sys-
tem for use by a robot.

4.0 EXAMPLES

llvo examples are provided that illustrate the mapping
method described in this paper. Range imagery for tie
examples was collected on a structured lighting system at
Sandia National Laboratory, and contains real-world
imperfections such as misregistration, shadows and noise.
The first example consists of two drums on the floor near
the comer of a room (see Figures 4-7). The image in
Figure 4 is a result of overlaying two range images of the
scene collected from different viewpoints. Note the range
shadows on the floor and wall. Although it is not apparent
in F@re 4, there is significant misregistration between the
two range images on the plane of the floor. Figure 5 shows
the five initialization points used to fuse and segment the
plane of the floor. The shaded region in Figure 5 is the data
that has been associated with the plane, and provides
visual feedback to the supervisor on the fusion and seg-
mentation operation. Figure 5 also shows the four initial-
ization points used to segment the larger drum, and a wire-
frame model of the drum built from the segmented data.
Like the shaded regions for planes, the wire-frame cylin-
der provides visual feed-back to the supervisor on model-
ing progress. Figure 6 shows the three discomected
planes, and two cylinders that result from fusion and seg-
mentation operations. Figure 7 illustrates the final world
model in which the planes have been joined to form com-
plete walls, a floor, and a comer, and the cylinders have
been extrapolated so that they touch the floor.

The second example illustrates modeling a random
surface (see Figures 8-10). Figure 8 is a single range

image of a vermiculite pit containing several plates and a
cylinder. The two regions exterior to the pit are portions of
a floor, and are not of interest to the world model. Figure 9
shows the initialization points used to define a bounding
box around the random surface. The height of the bound-
ing box has been adjusted so that ail of the random surface
is enclosed within the box. (Note that the plates and cylin-
der have already been segmented out of the image in
Figure 9.) Figure 10 shows the final world model of the
scene.
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Figure 4: Overlay of two images consisting of two cyl-

inders and several planes.

Figure. 5: A plane and cylinder are segmented and

modeled using the initialization points as shown.

Figure 6: AU planes and cylinders have been seg-

mented and modeled.

Figumc S Data set consisting of a pit containing ver-

miculite, a cylinder and two plates.

Figure 7: The final model. The planes have been

extrapolated to form the comers of the room, and

tbe cylinders extrapolated to rest on the floor.

Figure 9: Tbe cylinder and two planes have been

modeled and removed. Initialization points used
to define a plane are shown, as is the bounding

box used to include alI points desired for the ran.

dom surface.

Figure 10 Fhished model showing the plates and

cylinders integrated into the veronoi tessellation of

the vermiculite pit.
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